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ABSTRACT 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis i s to analyze the relationships be­
tween land-value and land-use in the Central Business Distr ict of 
Atlanta, Georgia, for the years 1923 and 1953, to determine whether any 
significant relationships ex is t which would be of value to business 
d i s t r i c t property owners and managers, realtors, and c i ty planners who 
are concerned with the maximum ut i l i zat ion of central business d i s tr ic t 
properties. 
METHOD 
The study ut i l i zed 80 corner s i t e s found at the intersection of 
a l l major and minor streets within a defined t e s t area boundary and 
their corresponding ground and multi-floor land-uses occurring in 1923 
and 1953. The relationship of these s i t e s and their uses was analyzed 
in terms of the corner front-foot land values occurring at the s i t e s in 
1923 and 1953. Two techniques developed for the analysis of these re ­
lationships were the "value ratio" and the n re la t ive value change.11 
The "value ratio" i s the ratio of the front-foot land value to 
the peak front-foot land value occurring in the tes t area for a given 
year. 
The "relative value change" i s the change in front-foot land 
values which occurred at the given corner s i t e s between 1923 and 1953 
after adjusting the 1953 front-foot land values for the purchasing power 
dif ferential between 1923 and 1953. 
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Land-value data were obtained from a study conducted by Mr. Richard 
M, Kurd in 1923 and from the 19^3 City of Atlanta-Fulton County property 
tax assessment records. Land-use data were obtained from the 1923 
Atlanta City Directory and the 19^3 City of Atlanta-Fulton County property 
tax assessment records. 
The findings are presented in table and map form accompanied by 
written explanation, 
RESULTS 
A significant relationship between land-value and land-use was 
determined using the value ratio and relative value change techniques. 
By utilizing the value ratio technique, the value generating 
ability of ll; comparable land-use types was determined. Changes in peak 
land-value location according to types of corner land-uses are described. 
By utilizing the relative value change technique, the degree of 
land-value generation attributable to 80 specific corner sites and their 
corresponding land-uses was found. Description of the factors responsi­
ble for this degree of value change are discussed in detail, 
CONCLUSIONS 
There is a significant relationship between corner land-uses and 
their contribution to central business district land-values. 
The degree of relative value change for given land-uses corre­
lates significantly with the degree of site accessibility as measured by 
pedestrian traffic and vehicular transit volume in the central business 
district. 
There is a significant relationship between declining land-values 
and the types of utilization of specific corner sites. 
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APPLICATION 
The findings of this study* will aid central business district 
property owners in determining the most productive uses of their proper­
ties, city planners in identifying measures that will conserve and en­
hance the usefulness of the central business district, and to real estate 
appraisers in understanding value trends as related to land uses in a 
central business district. 
RECOMMENDATION 
The techniques described herein should be applied to all central 
business district land sites and types of uses in order to increase the 
utility of such data for future study and application. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"It has been hypothesized that competition for the use of land and 
the ability of some activities to pay higher land rents than others is 
the basic force underlying city structure. If this be the case, one way 
of viewing the structure of the city would be in terms of the patterns 
of land values.n^ 
This thesis, made possible through the 1955 award by the J. C. 
Nichols Foundation of the Urban Land Institute, will analyze the relation­
ships between land value and land use in the central business district of 
Atlanta, Georgia, for the years 1923 and 1953, to determine whether there 
is any significant relationship. 
The selection of the years 1923 and 1953 for study was made for 
several reasons. The study required comparison of land values and land 
uses which would have current application, which would not be distorted 
by past extreme economic conditions, and for which data in usable form 
were available. 
Purpose, Need, and Objectives 
Purpose.—This study was undertaken to provide information which should 
be of value to central business district property owners, to city planners, 
and to others concerned with central business districts. For central 
•'•Donald J. Bogue, Needed Urban and Metropolitan Research, Scripts 
Foundation Studies in Population Distribution, Miami University, Oxford, 
Ohio: 1953, p. 21. 
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business d i s tr i c t property owners who are concerned with the maximum 
u t i l i t y of their properties, the findings may serve as an indicator of 
the type of land-use act iv i ty that can best afford a given s i t e in the 
central business d i s t r i c t . If a definite correlation between land 
value and land use i s found, the study should be of use to c i ty planners 
as an aid in forecasting probable changes in either land use or land 
value in the central business d i s t r i c t . I t may also afford some gui­
dance in developing more precise methods than are presently available 
for determining the desirable future allocation of land uses under 
zoning in a central business d i s t r i c t . 
Need.—The need for the proposed study was pointed out in the excellent 
pioneering report on the Regional Survey of New York and I t s ihvirons. 
The report stated, "It would be a legitimate subject of inquiry as to 
what, under varied conditions, are the effects of land values on the 
forms of development of land and on the character of the uses to which i t 
i s p u t . T o the author's knowledge, no serious attempt has been made in 
the past to determine the nature and possible application of land-value 
and land-use relationships in the central business d i s t r i c t of a c i ty . 
Objectives. —The primary objective of the study i s to determine whether 
a significant relationship exists between land value and land use in a 
central business d i s t r i c t . If significant relationships are discovered, 
they w i l l give some clue to the potential uses of land possessing any 
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given ratio of value to peak value. If relationships are not significant, 
the reasons for this lack of significance will be sought as a guide to 
further analysis of land value and use relationships. It is possible 
that a significant relationship may be found in a form other than the 
ratio of value to peak value which will afford some clue to changes in 
land-use requirements that have occurred between 1923 and 195>3 and to 
changes that are still going on. 
The second objective is to demonstrate the usefulness of accurate 
and reliable property assessment data as a tool in the analysis of land-
value and land-use relationships. 
The third objective is to serve as a point of beginning for further 
research in the technique, analysis, and application of land-value and 
land-use relationships. 
Reasons for the Selection of the Atlanta Central Business District 
Availability of data.—The central business district of Atlanta was se­
lected for this study because the required information on land values and 
land uses were readily available to the writer. He had recently partici­
pated in a two-year uniform property assessment study for the city of 
Atlanta and Fulton County and had access to and first-hand familiarity 
with the current data on land-values and land-uses in this central busi­
ness district. This subject provided an opportunity to utilize the 
writer1 s previous training and experience in land assessment with his 
current training in City Planning. 
Diversity of the area.—The central business district of Atlanta pro­
vided an excellent cross section of land-use activities, topographic 
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features, and street systems which are found in varying degrees in most 
American cities of like size. This diversity would make it possible to 
analyze land-value and land-use relationships on the broadest possible 
basis. 
Economic representation.—The economy of the Atlanta central business 
district and the surrounding area compares favorably with the economy of 
other American cities of like size and basic activity. Economic repre­
sentation was considered necessary if comparison of the findings in this 
study were to be made with the findings of future studies in other cities. 
Chapter Three presents a more detailed explanation of the Atlanta area in 
general and of the study area in particular. 
Limitations 
Application of findings.—The findings of this study pertain only to the 
test area of the Atlanta central business and are not necessarily appli­
cable to other areas of the city or to any other city. The study uti­
lizes only land uses which occur at the corners of the blocks and there­
fore, the findings pertain only to such uses in the central business 
district. 
Comparability of land-use data.—The comparability of a 1923 land-use 
activity with the same 19$3 land-use activity is limited by changes in 
the nomenclature which took place between the two periods. For example: 
A dry goods store in 1923 might be comparable in 19^3 with a small de­
partment store. Comparability is also limited by basic differences that 
have occurred in the economic demand for land, i.e., the development of 
radio and television. 
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The purpose, objectives, and limitations of the analysis of land-
value and land-use relationships have been stated. The following chapter 
defines and describes the procedure, too l s , and techniques ut i l ized in 
bringing to l ight these relationships. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE, DEFINITIONS, AND TECHNIQUES 
The basic procedure, the definition of terms, and the techniques 
developed in the study are presented in order to aid the reader in under­
standing their purpose and application to the study of land-value and 
land-use relationships in the Atlanta central business d i s t r i c t . 
Procedure 
The procedual steps taken in the study were as follows: 
Selecting the t e s t area.—Since the study i s concerned with central busi­
ness d i s t r i c t land values and land uses, i t was necessary to se lect an 
area which contained a representative range of such values and uses. In 
addition i t was necessary, within the selected area, to include the pre­
dominate central business d i s t r i c t functions present in 1923 and 1953. 
The area which met these requirements was identif ied by Mr. Arnall 
Connell as the "Atlanta Hard Core Area."3 The "hard core" i s represented 
by the highest pedestrian volume% the highest transit volume; and the 
highest floor space densities.^- This area i s shown in the Appendix, 
Figure U, and i s discussed in greater detai l in Chapter I I I . 
•3Arnall T. Connell, "Land Uses that require a Central Business 
District Location," Unpublished Masters Thesis, Department of City 
Planning, Georgia Inst i tute of Technology, Atlanta: 1955. p. U2. 
^Loc, c i t . , p. Ii2 
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Determining the land values and land uses to be studied.—After defining 
the specif ic area of study within the central business d i s t r i c t , i t was 
necessary to determine whether the land values and land uses of a l l 
properties within the area would be studied. I t i s common knowledge that 
uses occupying corner s i t e s in the central business d i s t r i c t possess the 
highest income producing potential since they are exposed to pedestrian 
traff ic from two directions. This fact i s reflected in the rent the 
occupants are wi l l ing to pay in order to u t i l i z e such a s i t e and, further, 
in the resulting peak land values found at the intersections of central 
business d i s t r i c t s tree t s . For th i s reason and also because of the addi­
t ional l imitations of time and of the avai labi l i ty of data, i t was de­
cided to confine the analysis to those s i t e s found at the intersections 
of a l l major and minor streets located within the previously defined 
area. At the corner s i t e not only the ground-floor uses but also the 
uses above the ground floor were included in the analysis. 
Collecting land-value and land-use data.—Land-value and land-use data 
for the 1923 period were obtained from two separate sources. In obtain­
ing the land-value data, i t was hoped to be able to u t i l i z e the assess­
ment records of the c i ty of Atlanta. Investigation of th is source proved 
to be fru i t l e s s as there appeared to be no accurate method by which the 
assessment of the land could be separated from the total assessment of 
land and improvements. If the assessment of land and improvements had 
been recorded separately, as they were in 1953, they could have been u t i ­
l ized in this study to determine the land value. The second source, 
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Mr, Richard M. Hurd's text , Principles of City Land Values.-3 provided the 
1923 land-value data used in this study. In Chapter X he discussed the 
scale of average land values found in the central business d i s tr ic t of 
ten c i t i e s in the United States, one of which was Atlanta. These 1923 
central business d i s tr i c t values were expressed as the value of corner 
lo t s for an average width and depth, in dollars per front foot. Following 
the verif ication of their accuracy with local real estate companies, these 
land values were accepted as valid for the purposes of this study. The 
1923 land uses were obtained from the Atlanta City Directory, The 195>3 
land values and land uses were compiled from the Atlanta-Fulton County 
property assessment records. 
Land value determination,—Explanation of the method ut i l i zed by the 
assessors for determining the 19^3 corner front-foot land values in the 
tes t area i s presented not only because i t w i l l aid in understanding the 
application of such values in the study but also because of i t s value to 
the future study, analysis, and application of land values in a central 
business d i s t r i c t . 
The author, as an associate member of Hunnicutt and Associates, 
Municipal Appraisal Consultants, worked with the Atlanta-Fulton County 
Assessors in the application of the following methods for determining 
land values in the City of Atlanta and Fulton County. 
^Richard M. Hurd, Principles of City Land Values, kth ed. , New 
lorks The Record and Guide, 1922*, p, 137. 
Acknowledgment to George ¥ . Kennedy, M.A.I., Adams-Cates Real­
tors , for technical aid and guidance. 
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These two methods are: the market method and the income method. 
Both methods were ut i l ized in determining the front-foot land values of 
a l l properties in the t e s t area. 
The market method involves the col lection of recent sales trans­
actions for both vacant and improved properties. This method indicates 
the value placed upon a given s i t e by the market. I t cannot be used ex­
clusively to determine land value because special conditions of sale w i l l 
bias the resultant calculation of value and because the proportion of 
such rel iable current sales transactions to the total number of proper­
t i e s in the central business d i s t r i c t i s re lat ive ly small. Calculations 
are made of the replacement cost of the structure with allowances for 
depreciation and obsolescence. After the replacement cost of a structure 
has been determined, this cost i s subtracted from the sale price of the 
property to determine the land value of the s i t e . 
The income method i s used where rentals or lease arrangements can 
be determined. From the gross rent or income i s subtracted the costs of 
operation to determine the annual net income. After the depreciated value 
of the improvement has been determined, the annual net return on the 
building i s calculated. The annual net return on the building i s equal 
to the interest on the investment plus provision for depreciation. The 
annual net return on the building i s then deducted from the annual net 
income from the property and the remaining value i s said to be attribu­
table to the land and i s capitalized to indicate the tota l land value in 
dol lars . 
The income method was used to determine the land values in the 
tes t area while the available market data were used to verify the values 
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produced by this method. In cases where the variance was great, an aver­
age was used. Once the total land value for each property in the central 
business d i s tr ic t was computed, i t was converted into a front-foot value, 
allowing for variations from the standard depth and for unusual s i t e con­
dit ions . Front-foot values for corner properties were calculated by the 
above methods as were a l l other properties in the area. However, corner 
front-foot land values consistently produced higher to ta l gross rents 
per front foot than their mid-block neighbors. The front-foot land value 
for each property was then posted or the assessor's land map which be­
came the source for the 1953 values used in this study. The corner front-
foot land values obtained from this source are shown in Table 3, Chapter 
IV. The rental data are not available for publication because they were 
obtained from the owners and tenants in s t r i c t confidence. 
The above methods combined to determine the front-foot land values 
for a l l properties in the tes t area and in addition, the results consti­
tute an excellent source for public information on both land and building 
values in the Atlanta Central Business Dis tr ic t . 
Pedestrian traff ic counts were taken to determine the shopping 
generator areas but were d i f f i cu l t to analyze due to the irregular street 
pattern and through-street s tores . Figure 5, in the Appendix, indicates 
the results of these counts. As w i l l be seen later , they help to explain 
land-value differences. 
Mapping the t e s t area.—All maps prepared for this study are found in the 
Appendix. They includes 
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1 . The Base Map, Figure lu This map was prepared from the Proper­
ty Assessment map of the City of Atlanta and Fulton County, I t indicates 
the boundaries of the study area, the 80 corner s i t e s and their corre­
sponding s i t e numbers, and the street system of the Atlanta Central Busi­
ness Distr ic t . 
2. The Topographic Map, Figure 2. This map was prepared from the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey conducted in 1928. The c i ty 
engineering division states there was very l i t t l e topographic change in 
the area between 1923 and 1953. 
3. The Pedestrian Traffic Map, Figure 5 . This map was prepared 
from the results of a pedestrian traff ic count taken by the City of 
Atlanta-Fulton County assessors office during the property revaluation 
program in 1953, 
U. The Transit Volume Map, Figure 6. This map was prepared from 
records of the Atlanta Transit Company in 1953. 
Preparation for data analysis.—The land-value and the land-use data for 
each of the 80 corner s i t e s , were grouped into two periods, 1923 and 
1953 • As previously stated, these 80 s i t e s represent the four corners 
at the intersections of a l l major and minor streets in the study area. 
The relationship between the corner land uses and their corresponding 
land values was analyzed by the use of two techniques, the "value ratio" 
and the "relative value change." These techniques are defined and 
described in a later section entit led "Techniques." 
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Definitions 
Land use.—This term i s used to denote the act iv i ty pursued upon a given 
s i t e at a given time. In th is study i t i s , more specif ical ly , the pre­
dominate ground-floor use and predominant multi-story use which occur at 
any one of the given 80 corner s i t e s in the study area in the years 1923 
and 1953. 
Land value.—This term i s used to denote the usefulness of a s i t e at a 
given time. Leonard C. Smith s tates , "It i s the specific usefulness 
of land and not land i t s e l f that has value."7 in this study, land value 
i s the value remaining after the value of the improvement has been re­
moved from the to ta l value of the s i t e . The remaining value, known as 
residual land value, i s a reflector not only of the present but also the 
anticipated future usefulness of the land. The present and potential 
u t i l i t y of land i s reflected in the land-value data compiled for the 
Atlanta-Fulton County uniform assessment program of 1953 and used in 
this study. 
Land rent.—There are two types of land rents economic rent and contract 
rent. Economic rent i s that income which the land produces i f put to i t s 
highest and best use. Contract rent i s the charge agreed upon by the 
owner and the tenant for the use of the land. Land rents in the central 
business d i s t r i c t , subject to the law of supply and demand for usable 
space, do not necessarily ref lect the highest and best use theory of 
economic rent but they do ref lect an income from the s i t e at least equal 
^Leonard C. Smith, M. A. I . , "Has Land A Value," The Appraisal 
Journal, k (October, 1939), p. 357. 
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to the cost of maintaining the s i t e ; otherwise the use would eventually 
cease to exis t at that s i t e . The costs of maintaining a s i t e include 
charges for services such as heat, l ight , elevators, and janitors; taxes, 
insurance and repairs, and interest on the capital invested in the s i t e . 0 
In most cases, economic rent i s greater than contract rent but, in some 
cases, they may be nearly equal. Where rent i s referred to in this 
study, i t i s contract rent unless otherwise stated. 
Front-foot value.—This i s a standard term used in the study to indicate 
the values of a segment of land one foot in width and one hundred feet 
in depth. All front-foot land values compiled for this study were ad­
justed for depths greater or less than the standard to insure uniform 
comparisons. 
Corner front-foot land value.—This term i s used in the study to indi­
cate the value of one front-foot of land located at the corner of two 
intersecting s tree t s . Corner front-foot values have been adjusted for 
depth variances as described above. 
Techniques 
For the purpose of this study, two techniques were developed. 
They are the "value ratio" technique and the "relative value change" 
technique. The nature and development of these techniques are described 
as follows. 
Value ratio.—This method was developed to indicate the relation between 
a given corner front-foot land value and the peak corner front-foot land 
Hurd, op. c i t . , p. 1. 
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value occurring in 1923 and 1953. The ratio was determined for the 80 
corner sites in both years. For examples In 1923 the peak corner front-
foot land value was $2000; a given site corner front-foot land value was 
$200; and the value ratio equaled $200 4- $2000 or expressed decimally, 
0.10. 
Relative value change.—This method was developed as an analysis tool 
separate and distinct from the value ratio technique. The only factor 
common to both techniques was the corner land-use data. The relative 
value change was used to indicate the change in the front-foot land values 
which had occurred at the given corner sites between 1923 and 1953 after 
adjusting the 1953 front-foot land values for the purchasing power differ­
ential which took place between the two years. 
The purchasing power differential occurring between 1923 and 1953 
was calculated in order to produce the relative value change between 1923 
and 1953 for the 80 corner sites and their corresponding uses. It was 
reasoned that if price is value expressed in terms of money, 9 it follows 
that by adjusting for the purchasing power differential between two 
given years, the true difference in value will be obtained. From the 
excellent list compiled by Mr. Cuthbert Reeves in the Appraisal Journal, 
four major economic factors were selected for use in determining the 
purchasing power differential in Atlanta. 1° These factors are (1) The 
F̂rederick M. Babcock, The Valuation of Real Estate, 1s t . ed., 
New Torks McGraw Hill, 1932, p. 16. 
10Guthbert E. Reeves, "Real Estate Value Index," The Appraisal 
Journal, 12 (July, 19kh), p. 232. 
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Building Construction Cost Index, ( 2 ) the Consumer P r i c e Index, ( 3 ) De­
partment S t o r e Sa les Index, and (1̂ ) the Income of Famil ies and Unrelated 
Indiv idua l s , Since the 100 index o r base period f o r these indices 
v a r i e d , i t was necessary t o adjust each t o a common base y e a r . The y e a r 
1923 was s e l e c t e d f o r the base y e a r (100 index) and a l l four indices 
were adjusted t o t h i s base by moving each index up t o 100 or down t o 
1 0 0 , whichever case appl ied. When a l l ind ices had been r e - a l i g n e d t o 
the 1923 base of 1 0 0 , corresponding new index numbers were obtained 
f o r the y e a r 1 9 5 3 . They a r e shown as fo l lows . 




(1923 = 100) 
1923 1953 
Building Construct ion Cost I n d e x ^ 100 225 
1 2 
Consumer P r i c e Index 
100 138 
Department S tore Sa les13 100 202 
Family and Unrelated Individual Income-^ 100 350 
Index Number Tota l s hoo 915 
Average Purchasing Power D i f f e r e n t i a l 
(Expressed as an index number 
2 . 28 
^ E , H, Boeckh, Boeckh's Manual of Appraisa l , l|th e d , , Indiana: 
Roughnotes C o . , 19^5 , and Building Cost Supplements, unpaged. 
United S t a t e s Department of Commerce, S t a t i s t i c a l Abs trac t of 
the United S t a t e s , 76th Edi t ion, U. S. Government P r i n t i n g Off ice , 
Washington5 1955. p . 317a 
1 3 I b i d , p „ 865 
% b i d , p . 29k 
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Equal weight was allowed for each index number and the resulting average 
purchasing power differential expressed as an index number, was 2 .28. 
This index number was used in reducing the 1953 corner front-foot land 
values for each corner s i t e use in order to determine the relat ive value 
change which had occurred at the s i t e between 1923 and 1953. 
An example of relative value change computation i s shows as 
follows % 
Si te (x) had a land value of $500. per front foot in 1923. 
In 1953, the same s i t e had a land value of $5000. per 
front foot. 
The purchasing power differential index between 1923 
and 1953 was (2.28). 
Therefore. The Relative Value Changes for s i t e (x) or 
R.V.C. ( s i t e x) = |5000 jl. £00 = k.k 
2.28 
The figure h*k represents a positive relative value change 
between 1923 and 1953 of h»h times for the given s i t e (x ) . 
Expressed as an equations 
n . -, * + l l 1953 Land Value (|/FF) 
R.V.C. (Site x) - ! r °? ?*/™\ x Purchasing Power Index 
1923 Land Value ($/FF) b e t w e e n ^ ^ ^ 
The application of the value ratio and relat ive value change tech­
niques in the analysis of land-value and land-use relationships i s d i s ­
cussed in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER III 
THE STUDY AREA 
This section i s concerned with the general area of study and the 
specific t e s t area defined in Chapter I I . knowledge of the economic 
and physical characteristics of the study area i s essential to an under­
standing of the land-value and land-use relationships to "be examined in 
this study. 
The General Area 
Historical aspects.—The Central Business Distr ict of Atlanta, Georgia, 
i s the center of a great metropolitan area that has developed around a 
s i t e which, in I836, was selected as the terminus of a proposed ra i l 
route between the Tennessee River and the Chattahoochee River. From 
that point of beginning, Atlanta has developed as the hub of the South­
east not only for ra i l services and f a c i l i t i e s but also for motor 
freight and passenger travel as well as air travel . I t continues to be 
a c i ty whose economic l i f e i s dependent upon i t s position as a center 
for the distribution of goods and services for the entire Southeast. 
Atlanta i s c lass i f ied as a c i ty of diversified act iv i ty . I t has in 
recent years become a regional center for the assembly and distribution 
of goods manufactured in other parts of the country. 
There are two primary reasons for the outstanding growth and de­
velopment that occurred between 1836 and 1953. One i s the high quality 
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of local leadership throughout the years and the other i s the strategic 
location of Atlanta in relation to the major physiographic features of 
the Southeast. ^ Atlanta remained relat ively small unt i l 1°00 because 
the development of industries, which had taken place in other sections 
of the nation, had not taken place in the Atlanta area. The economic de­
pression following the Civil War and the dependency of the population 
upon agriculture were responsible for this lag. Following 1900, the 
dependency upon cotton began to decrease and manufacturing began to i n ­
crease. The delay in the expansion of manufacturing in Atlanta, as 
compared with other sections of the country, has saved Atlanta from many 
of the costly problems of other c i t i e s who were caught in the earl ier 
industrial expansion. Thus today Atlanta i s growing at a greater rate 
than the c i t i e s whose most rapid growth occurred earl ier . Atlanta has 
thus far escaped some of the problems that accompanied rapid urban growth 
in other parts of the United States. The physical reasons for this are 
discussed in the following section. 
Geographical aspects.—The City of Atlanta occupies a focal position near 
the southern end of the Piedmont Plateau, The Blue Ridge, which flanks 
the Piedmont on the northwest and ends abruptly in north Central Georgia, 
constitutes a large unbroken barrier to travel except along routes which 
run paral lel to i t s northeast-southwest axis . 
Travel routes from the northeast and the midwest into the Piedmont 
area run around the southeastern t ip of the Blue Ridge and center on the 
^Atlanta Metropolitan Planning Commission, Economic Supplement 
to the Regional Land Use Plan. Atlantat The Commission, July, 1952, p. 11. 
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Atlanta area, the natural junction of l ines of communication. 
The spot chosen by the surveyors, which i s now Atlanta, l i e s d i ­
rect ly atop the drainage divide between two major rivers systems. (See 
following Figure 1.) In a southwesterly direction toward the Gulf of 
Mexico flows the main course of the Chattahoochee River, a part of the 
Apalacheecola system. Toward the southeast and the Atlantic Ocean flows 
the Altamaha River. Atlanta occupies the ridge between at an elevation 
of 1000 fee t . There i s no c i t y of comparable s ize in the Eastern United 
States that l i e s at so high an elevation. Several significant charac­
t e r i s t i c s of the Atlanta area result from i t s altitude and i t s unique 
drainage pattern. 
The many drainage divides and creek valleys which form the Atlanta 
pattern serve as ideal leve l routes for railroads and highways to follow 
into the area. 
Population has centered in crest positions which presented a 
minimum of surface drainage problems. The development of separate 
sewage disposal l ines operating on a gravity basis have been possible. 
The Chattahoochee provides the area with a source of good water 
and an outlet for sewage not to mention i t s potential as a power source 
and navigation channel. 
Competitive position.-—-1 Atlanta has made use of i t s natural advantages 
as the geographic center of the fact growing Southeast and the c i ty i s 
recognized today as the region 1s commercial and financial capital . 




Being a distribution center, Atlanta leads the south in transpor­
tation f a c i l i t i e s and services, in r a i l , truck, and air . 
Atlanta i s the governmental center of the Southeast for Federal 
regional of f ices . I t i s also the capital of the s tate . 
Atlanta i s an educational center with many inst i tut ions of higher 
learning. 
In summary, Atlanta ranks f i r s t in the region in almost a l l the 
factors which measure a c i ty ' s competitive and economic position. 
The Defined Test Area 
As stated previously, the defined t e s t area i s that area of the 
central business d i s tr ic t represented by the highest pedestrian volume; 
the highest transit volume; and the highest floor-space densit ies . The 
boundary l ines of this area are shown in the Appendix, Figure k» The 
analysis of land-value and land-use relationships in this t e s t area i s 
necessarily predicated on a thorough knowledge of s i t e and land-value 
characteristics and the specific conditions under which these relation­
ships ex i s t . The remainder of this chapter presents these characteristics 
and conditions of the t e s t area in order to f a c i l i t a t e the understanding 
of the findings and conclusions. 
S i te characteristics.—Land values and land uses are greatly affected by 
such s i t e characteristics as topography, intensity of u t i l i za t ion , street 
system, and vehicular volume. In the t e s t area, as shown in the Appendix, 
Figure U, there are two elevation peaks; one in the northern sector and 
one in the southern sector. The maximum elevation differential i s 
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approximately 50 feet . The s o i l i s clay with a sub-surface of broken 
granite. The degree of gradient and the sub-surface conditions create 
additional problems and costs in the location and erection of new 
structures in the area and also in providing underground u t i l i t i e s . 
There was no vacant land within the t e s t area in 1953. In 1923, 
vacant land and residential structures were present at the periphery of 
the area. By 1953, a l l land was being ut i l ized for commercial purposes. 
Many commercial structures present in 1923 were present in 1953; however, 
most of the structures had been modernized in some manner. The average 
age of commercial structures was in 1953, within a 30-to i|0-year range. 
Building heights in 1953 range from the ground leve l asphalt parking 
l o t to the 21-story Rhodes-Haverty Building. 
The street system i s basicly a modified grid pattern superimposed 
on ridged terrain. Street grades in the east-west direction are extreme 
whereas, in the north-south direction, grades are moderate. Grade con­
ditions are shown on Figure 2 of the Appendix. Street rights-of-way 
range from 120 feet on Marietta Street to 10 feet in the a l l eys , with a 
predominance of rights-of-way 60 feet wide. There are many blocks that 
are irregular, both in length and shape. These irregular blocks compli­
cate s i t e improvement and ut i l i zat ion and have an adverse effect on 
traff ic flow. 
Vehicular volume i s greater than the rated street capacity during 
peak hours despite the prohibition of on-street parking during these 
periods. During the daylight hours, parking lots and garages are f i l l e d 
to capacity because on-street parking f a c i l i t i e s are extremely limited. 
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In 1923, the street system was adequate and was not considered a major 
factor in land value and land use. Municipal transit service has operated 
in the test area from 1923 to 1953. The rubber-tired, trackless trolley 
and the conventional motor shuttle bus have replaced the trolley car with 
fixed rails. An interview with local transit company officials^ dis­
closed that there had been little locational change in the major stops 
between the two periods. However, the number of stops has increased as 
the intensity of land use has increased. Corner stops rather than mid-
block stops predominate during both periods. Figure 6 in the Appendix 
presents the number of transit vehicles passing given locations in the 
test area during a peak period in 1953. 
Land-value characteristics.—The significance of land value, as used in 
this study, points up the need of a clear understanding of its charac­
teristics and application. The value of commercial land results from a 
complex mixture of factors and the weight given to each factor is deter­
mined by the nature of the use occupying the land. Table 2, on the 
following page, a listing of factors which affect business land values 
compiled by Mr. E. H. Boeckh,-^ demonstrates this complexity. Since these 
factors vary with time, the resulting land value will also vary with time. 
In this study, the relation to time has been defined; consequently, the 
land values are valid for only the years 1923 and 1953. 
Another characteristic of land value is its dependency on the 
purpose and desire of man. Land value is dependent upon man's point of 
Atlanta Transit Company, Atlanta, Georgia, 1955. 
'Boeckh, op. cit., p. 3^0. 
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view in i t s determination. For example, the home owner wi l l place a high 
value on his property when applying for a loan; however, when payment of 
the property tax i s involved, he wi l l invariably discount the value of 
the same property. The land values used in the tes t area were compiled 
for tax purposes and reflect the standards of uniformity, equality, and 
relation to market value necessary for such purposes. 
A third characteristic of land value i s i t s dependency upon the 
scarcity of usable land. Maximum land values are found in the tes t area 
where usable land scarcity i s the greatest. Moving away from the tes t 
area into areas of l ess scarcity, the land values decrease. An indi­
cation of the decrease in the avai labi l i ty of land in the t e s t area be­
tween 1923 and 1953 i s the range of land values found in the two years. 
In 1923, the land-value range in the tes t area was from $100 per corner 
front-foot to $2000 per corner front-foot. In 1953, the value range was 
from $1500 per corner front-foot to $7500 per corner front-foot. 
A f inal characteristic of land value i s i t s dependency upon pur­
chasing power. When purchasing power i s low, as was the case in Atlanta 
in the t h i r t i e s , the abi l i ty and desire to purchase land was low and the 
value of land decreased sharply. Conversely, when the purchasing power 
was high, as in 1953, the ab i l i ty and desire to purchase were increasing 
and the value of land was increasing. The following paragraphs present 
the method used to identify these characteristics in determining the 1953 
land values in the t e s t area. 
Land-use characteristics.—For the purpose of this study, there would be 
l i t t l e value in orienting the reader to the characteristics of land-value 
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in the t e s t area without correspondingly" orienting him to the general 
characteristics of land-use which are also applicable to this area. Since 
the use to which land i s put ultimately determines the value of the proper­
t y , ^ i t i s necessary to determine and analyze the factors which in f lu ­
ence land use. There are four major factors which contribute to the de­
termination of the use to which a commercial s i t e may be put. They are 
competitive position, marketing influence, s tab i l i t y of use, and relation 
to surroundings. These factors w i l l vary with the type of act iv i ty i n ­
volved and with changes in the social , p o l i t i c a l , and economic structure 
of the area in which the land i s located. 
Competitive position results from the economic pressures of supply 
and demand. The element of competition i s one of the determinants of the 
moment in time when one land use i s replaced by another land u s e . ^ When 
usable land i s scarce, competition for i t s use i s greatest and only those 
ac t iv i t i e s can survive on a given s i t e which can u t i l i z e land, labor, and 
capital to a maximum. This condition existed in the tes t area in 1953. 
When usable land i s p lent i fu l , an act iv i ty can survive on a given s i t e 
despite the fact that the operation may be marginal or at most, less than 
maximum u t i l i t y . This condition was prevalent in the t e s t area in 1923. 
A misplaced act iv i ty could remain at a given s i t e for a greater period of 
time in 1923 than was possible in 1953 since the ratio of operational 
costs to income has steadily increased from 1923 to 1953. Declining 
•^Herbert S. Swan, "Land Values and City Growth," The Journal of 
Land and Public Ut i l i ty Economics, 10 (193k), p. 201, 
2 0Morris B. Ashton, "Highest-Best Use," The Appraisal Journal, 
7 (January, 1939), p. 59. 
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profit margin has brought about the increased emphasis upon "volume" re­
t a i l business, a marketing function directly related to competitive 
posit ion. In cases where land i s suitable for more than one purpose, one 
use competes against another and the land goes to the highest bidder. 
Marketing influence i s the relationship of the central business 
d i s t r i c t land use to the potential customer. I t i s measured in terms of 
access ib i l i ty to the land use by public transit , private automobile, or 
walking distance and in terms of the methods employed in the buying and 
se l l ing of goods and services. The importance of the marketing inf lu­
ence of central business land use i s demonstrated in the excellent study 
of the factors which determine women shopping habits in the Greater 
Boston Area.22 i t was found that where transit service was quick, direct , 
and cheap, 66 to 95 per cent of the women shoppers purchased in the cen­
tral business d i s tr i c t stores. The largest single reason for not shopping 
in the central business d i s tr i c t was the lack of access ib i l i ty in terms 
of automobile parking and transit bus service. Where central business 
d i s tr i c t re ta i l stores extended credit service, 62 to 6J4. per cent of the 
c i ty and suburban women shoppers had charge accounts with these stores 
and 58 to 62 per cent made more than one-half of their purchases with 
these retai lers in the central business d i s t r i c t . Where mail-order and 
telephone service was offered by central business d i s t r i c t reta i lers , 30 
to k.0 per cent of the c i ty and suburban women shoppers used this service, 
2%urd, op. c i t . . p. Ilr5 
22 
John P. Alevizos and Allen E. Beckwith, "What Every Retailer 
Should Know about . . . Downtown Dilemma," Harvard Business Review, 32 
(January, 1951;), pp. 109, 119. 
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The third determining characteristic of a commercial land use is 
the stability of use. In the Regional Survey of New York it was stated, 
"the transition that takes place from one building use to another may 
lead to deterioration of the values of the land as well as of the buildings 
in one place and to the increase of both in another place."23 An unstable 
site is the resultant of a combination of influences such as economic 
loss, physical depreciation, change in buying habits, functional obso­
lescence, and changes in traffic and parking patterns. Sites are im­
proved on the basis of future return, i,e,, a coming use, and if that use 
does not produce the anticipated return, it is replaced by a more economic 
use. The findings of a study conducted by Mr. Malcolm J. Proudfoot in­
dicate that the dominant factor necessary for retail business site se­
lection and stability is accessibility to the greatest number of potential 
customers,2^ From the property owners point of view, an alternative use 
is considered only when the net revenue of the existing use has declined 
to a point below the site rent that can be produced by the alternative 
use. This fact accounts for the observed lag in land use growth and 
change in the test area as related to consumer demand and need for an 
alternative use. 
The fourth factor, the relationship of the site and its improvement 
to the surroundings, is important because of the lack of developable land 
in most large business district. The test area has experienced relatively 
23Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, op. cit., p, 1 3 3 . 
2%alcolm J. Proudfoot, "The Selection of a Business Site," The 
Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics, (November, 1 9 3 8 ) , p, 3 7 1 . 
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l i t t l e vert ical expansion in the las t thirty years but air space has been 
ut i l ized for such functions as parking decks and parks over railroad 
tracks, and office structures over a l leys . The tes t area may, in future 
years, see the ut i l i za t ion of roof tops for helio-ports. The effects of 
such ut i l i zat ion of space on surrounding uses have not yet been fu l ly 
explored but w i l l def inite ly be reflected in the land value. Corner 
s i t e s with a maximum ground-floor display and natural-light source area 
u t i l i z e this site-space relationship to increase revenues. There i s 
also a relationship between street and sidewalk width and business 
act iv i ty . Here the relationship of width to traffic movement of po­
tent ia l purchasers acts as either an inhibiting or a promoting force 
which influences the volume of business transacted. In addition, the 
walking distance required in order to purchase i s direct ly affected by 
the s treet and sidewalk systems. Parking studies and shopping-habit 
surveys indicate that, for certain types of a c t i v i t i e s , there are walking 
distance maximums beyond which the potential consumer ceases to be a 
buying customer. Gradient and natural barriers further influence this 
relationship and in many cases, res tr ic t the choice and degree of land 
use. 
The following chapter deals with the relationships between land 
uses, as discussed above and land values expressed in terms of the pre­
viously defined corner front-foot value, value rat io , and the relative 
value change. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Findings 
The relationships of land-value and land-use are analyzed by u t i ­
l i z ing the two basic techniques described previously. They are the 
value ratio and the relative value change techniques. Because the analy­
s i s involves the use of these techniques as separate and dist inct methods, 
they are discussed separately as follows: 
Value ratio-1923 and 1953.—The 1923 and 1953 value ratios were calculated 
by comparing the front-foot land values for the 80 corner s i t e s with the 
peak corner front-foot land values found in the t e s t area during these 
years. The resul ts , arranged according to the corner s i t e numbers, are 
shown in Table 3 which follows. In seeking a significant relationship 
between the land values and the land uses presented in the above table, 
two methods of grouping were employed. 
In the f i r s t method, the value ratios were grouped for both years 
from the maximum ratio to the minimum ratio and compared with the corre­
sponding land uses. No significant relationship was observed when the 
data were compiled in this form. This grouping i s therefore not pre­
sented in this report. 
In the second method, l ike corner uses were grouped for both years 
and compared with the value ratios which corresponded with these l ike 
land uses. Of the many corner uses existing in the study area, II4. classes 
Table 3. 1923 and 1953 Land Values and Land Uses and 













1 Steam Specialty Company 300 •15 Cafe 2000 • 27 
2 Drug Store 500 .25 Restaurant 2000 .27 
3 5 & 100 Store 500 • 25 Department Store (M) 2000 .27 
U Department Store (D 1000 .50 Department Store (s) 2330 .31 
5 Department Store (L) 1000 .50 Department Store (S) 2330 .31 
6 Department Store (S) 1000 •50 Department Store (s) 3330 .44-
7 Shoe Store (m & w) (L) 1000 .50 Shoe Store (w) (L) 3188 .43 
8 Department Store (D 500 .25 Department Store (M) 3000 .4.0 
9 Furniture Store (M) 500 .25 Department Store (L) 3000 .40 
KEY 
(S) Small business operation 
(M) Medium business operation 
(L) Large business operation 
(m) Cater to men 
(w) Cater to women 














10 Furniture Store (M) 300 •15 Department Store (L) 2000 .27 
11 Vacant Building 300 •15 Department Store (L) 2000 .27 
12 Drug Store 400 .20 Cafe & Liquor Store 2500 • 33 
13 Newspaper Company (L) 400 • 20 Department Store (L) 2500 •33 
14 Department Store (L) 750 • 37 Department Store (L) 4000 • 53 
15 Drug Store 750 .37 Drug Store (being removed) 4000 • 53 
16 Shoe & Hose Shop (w) 1500 •75 Shoe & Hose Shop (w) 6000 .80 
17 Drug Store-Offices* 1500 •75 Clothing Store(w)-0ff.* 6000 .80 
18 Bank-Offices* 1500 • 75 Cafe 5300 • 70 
19 Drug Store 1500 • 75 Shoe Store (m & w) 5300 .70 
20 Dry Goods Store (S) 750 .37 Clothing Store (w)-0ff.* 4000 •53 
21 Hat Shop (m) 750 • 37 Drug Store 4000 • 53 
22 Shoe Shop 400 .20 Liquor Store 2500 •33 














24 State & Fed. Tariff-Off.* 1000 .50 Western Union-Offices* 3000 .40 
25 Drug Store 1000 .50 Cafe-Offices* 4000 .53 
26 Drug Store-Rooms* 1800 .90 Drug Store 4000 .53 
27 Bank-Offices* 1800 .90 Bank-Offices* 4500 .60 
28 Bank-Offices* 2000 1.00 Bank-Offices* 5000 .67 
29 Tobacco Shop 2000 1.00 Shoe Store (m&w) 5000 .67 
30 Tobacco Shop 2000 1.00 Shoe & Hat Shop (w) 4500 .60 
31 Shoe Shop (m) (L) 2000 1.00 Clothing Store (m) (L) 5500 .73 
32 Drug Store-Offices* 2000 1.00 Investment Broker-Off.* 3500 .47 
33 Offices* 1800 .70 Offices* 3500 .47 
34 Shoe Shine, Cigar Store-
Offices* 
1800 .90 Newstand, Liquor Store-
Offices* 
3500 .47 
35 Drug Store, Jewelers 1000 .50 Liquor Store-Jewelers 3500 .47 
36 City Hall 1000 .50 Cigar, Liquor Store-Off.* 3000 .40 






Land Use Land/ 
FF $ 
Rat io t o 
Peak 
Land Use Land/ 
FF | 
Rat io to 
Peak 
38 Real E s t a t e Agency 400 . 2 0 Real E s t . Agency-Offices* 3000 .40 
39 So.R.R. Ticket Office-Off .* 750 . 3 7 Real E s t . Agency-Offices* 3500 . 4 7 
40 Loan & Real E s t a t e Offices 750 . 3 7 Loan & Real E s t a t e Offices 3500 . 4 7 
a Tai lor & Show Shop (m) 1000 . 5 0 Shoe Shop & Liquor Store 3500 . 4 7 
42 Clothing & Jewelers S t r . ( m ) 900 •45 Clothing Store (m) 5500 . 7 3 
A3 Clothing Store (m & w) (L) 1000 . 5 0 Clothing Store (m & w) (L) 3500 . 4 7 
4 4 Clothing Store (m & w) (L) 750 . 3 7 Clothing Store (m & w) (L) 3500 . 4 7 
45 Drug Store-Off ices* 750 •37 Sporting Goods & Book S t r . -
Offices* 
3500 •47 
46 Drug Store & Real ty Co.-Off .* 400 . 2 0 Real ty Co.-Offices* 3000 .40 
47 U. S. Post Office 400 . 2 0 U. S. Post Office 3000 .40 
48 U. S. Post Office 300 . 1 5 U. S. Post Office 3000 .40 
49 Travel Agency 300 . 1 5 Real ty Co.-Offices* 3000 .40 
50 Investment Company 700 . 3 5 Barber & Photo Shops-0ff .* 3500 . 4 7 













52 Clothing Store(m)-Printer* 900 •45 Clothing Store (m)-Offices* 3500 •47 
53 Cigar Store 900 • 45 Clothing Str. (m)-Loan Co. 5500 • 73 
54 Bank-Offices* 800 .40 Bank-Offices* 5000 • 67 
55 Book Store 700 •35 Paint Store 3500 •47 
56 Vacant lot 300 •15 Grill 3000 .40 
57 Drug Store 300 •15 Drug Store 3000 • 40 
58 Restaurant & Theater 250 •12 Theater 3000 •40 
59 Cigar Store 250 .12 Restaurant-Offices* 3000 •40 
60 Cigar Store 800 • 40 Liquor Store 5000 • 67 
61 Hotel, Branch Bank 800 • 40 Hotel, Drug Store 5000 • 67 
62 Branch Bank-Offices* 800 • 40 Bank-Offices* 5500 •73 
63 Restaurant 300 •15 Cafeteria-Hotel* 1750 .23 
64 Meat Mkt. & Delicatessen 500 • 25 Drug Store-Offices* 5000 • 67 














66 Hat Cleaners-Offices* 600 .30 Candy, Jewelry Shop-Off.* 5500 .73 
67 Bank & Restaurant-Offices* 800 .40 Milk Bar & Grill-Offices* 5000 .67 
63 Cigar Store-Offices* 250 .12 Drug Store-Offices* 3000 .40 
69 Drug Store-Hotel* 350 .17 Restaurant, Liquor Store-
Hotel* 
3000 .40 
70 Undertakers 500 .25 Public Library 5500 .73 
71 Novelty Shop, bal. vacant 500 .25 Liquor & Novelty Store-
Nite Club* 
7000 .93 
72 Cafe 100 .05 Real Estate Agency 1500 .20 
73 Hotel 300 .15 Hotel, Shoe Store (w)* 7000 .93 
74 Hotel, Fruit Stand 300 .15 Drug Store-Restaurant* 7000 .93 
75 Piano Co., Music Store 300 .15 Drug Store-Publishing Co.* 7500 1.00 
76 Music Store-School* 300 .15 Department Store(m & w)(L) 7500 1.00 
77 First Baptist Church 100 .05 Apparel Store (w) (L) 7500 1.00 
78 Laundry & Dry Cleaners 100 .05 Apparel Store (w) (L) 5890 .79 
79 Masonic Temple 100 .05 Apparel Store (w) (L) 6000 .80 
80 Vacant Building 100 .05 Dept. Str. Branch-Hotel 7500 1.00 
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of corner uses were found in both 1923 and 1953. The value ratios for 
a l l of the uses in each category were averaged to obtain a single ratio 
for each class of use, both for 1923 and 1953. Table k shows the lh 
comparable corner uses found in the t e s t area in 1923 and 1953 and their 
corresponding average value ratios arranged in order from the maximum 
posit ive value ratio change to the minimum negative value ratio change. 
The posi t ive , s t a t i c , or negative change and the amplitude of the change 
demonstrates what has happened to the land values which resulted from the 
ut i l i zat ion of corner s i t e s by land uses which were present in the tes t 
area in both 1923 and 1953. Land uses one through eleven, in general, 
have contributed the most to land value generation. Uses twelve through 
fourteen, in general, have not contributed to land value generation. 
These findings pertain only to the predominate corner use for each of the 
lh corner land use types and therefore, exceptions to the rule may be 
found. For example; when non-contributable value generators are combined 
with contributable value generators at a given s i t e , the combinations 
may produce posit ive land value changes. For example, in 1923 there was 
present at corner number 3k a cigar store and shoe shine shop with offices 
above the f i r s t f loor. Table k shows that the cigar store by i t s e l f would 
be a non-contributor of land value but when c lass i f ied as a multi-story 
off ice type, the combination would become a posit ive land-value contri­
butor. 
This second method of grouping has produced a technique for de­
termining corner land-uses that contribute to the generation of land 
value between two given years. However, i t i s applicable only to the 
corner land-uses grouped according to type and their corresponding value 
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Table h. The Average Value Rat io Change in llj. Predominate Corner 
Uses Present in the Test Area in 1923 and 1953 
Corner Land Use Avg. Value i Rat io Rat io Change 1923 1953 1923-1953 
1. Hotels (8)* .17 .56 + .39 
2. Apparel S tores f o r Men (8) .h2 .62 +.20 
3. Large Department S tores (11) .U2 .61 + .19 
h. Restaurants and Cafes (lh) .25 .U2 +.17 
5. Drug S tores with Of f i ces , 
Hotels or Restaurants above (11) .57 .73 +.16 
6. Shoe Stores (Men & Women) (5) .57 .69 + .12 
1 . Banks with Offices Above (10) .58 .69 + .11 
8. Drug Stores (12) .39 .50 +.11 
9. Offices - A l l f l oors (21.) .hi .he + .05 
10. Apparel S tores (Women) (8) .13 .78 +.05 
1 1 . Apparel S tores (Men & Women) (h) .hh .U7 +.03 
12. Shoe Stores (Women) (5) .75 .70 -.05 
13. Cigar and Liquor S tores (19) .65 .56 -.09 
Ik. Dept. S tores (Medium and Small) ( 6 ) .50 .38 -.12 
* Tota l number of corner land uses averaged f o r 1923 and 1953. 
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ratios in the tes t area and i s not indicative of land-value and land-use 
relationship for specific s i t e locations. The relat ive value change 
technique, described in Chapter I I , was developed in order to analyze 80 
actual corner s i t e s for the years 1923 and 1953 in terms of land-value 
changes that have taken place between the two periods. 
Relative value change-1923 to 1953.—Table 5, which follows, shows the 
grouping of corner s i tes and uses, according to the amount of value 
change between 1923 and 1953. They are presented in four groups ranging 
from the maximum posit ive change to the maximum negative change occurring 
between 1923 and 1953. (The term "negative" i s here used to indicate a 
change less than 1.0). The value ratios are included to indicate the 
relation of each corner s i t e land-value to the peak corner s i t e land-
value during the two periods. The corner s i t e numbers correspond with 
the circled numbers shown on Figure h in the Appendix and the attached 
overlay, Figure 3, indicates the relat ive value change corresponding 
to each corner s i t e number. The analysis and implications of the 
relat ive value change grouping follow. 
The maximum relative value change between 1923 and 1953 occurred 
at s i t e s 73 through 80. In general these s i t e s represented, in 1923, the 
lowest value ratio s i t e s and in 1953, the highest value ratio s i t e s . 
Large department stores, fashionable women1s apparel stores, and large 
drug stores have replaced such corner uses as music stores, a laundry 
and dry cleaning establishment, a church, and a Masonic Temple. Hotels 
have been present in this relat ive value change range in 1923 and 1953, 
confirming the previous finding that they contribute a great deal to 
land value generation and can s t i l l compete favorably with the large 
Table 5. 1923 and 1953 Corner Land-Uses Grouped 
According to their Relative Value Change 
and Value Ratio for Each Corner Site Number 






Neg. Ratio Land Use 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
73 10 •15 Hotel .93 Hotel & Shoe Str.(w) (L) 
74 10 •15 Hotel .93 Drug Store-Restaurant* (L) 
75 10 •15 Piano & Music Store 1.00 Drug Store (L) 
76 11 •15 Music Store 1.00 Dept. Store (m & w) (L) 
77 33 •05 Church 1.00 Apparel Store (w) (L) 
78 26 •05 Laundry & Dry Cleaners .79 Apparel Store (w) (L) 
79 26 • 05 Masonic Temple .80 Apparel Store (w) (L) 
80 33 .05 Vacant Building 1.00 Dept. Str. Branch and 
Hotel (L) 
Key 
(S) Small business operation 
(M) Medium business operation 
(L) Large business operation 
(m) Cater to men 
(w) Cater to women 
(*) Activity above first floor 
Table 5 










•15 Steam Specialty Co. • 27 
• 25 Drug Store .27 
•25 5 & 10^ Store • 27 
• 50 Department Store (S) •44 
• 50 Shoe Store (m & w) (L) •43 
• 25 Department Store (L) •40 
• 25 Furniture Store (M) •40 
.15 Furniture Store (M) • 27 
•15 Vacant Building • 27 
• 20 Drug Store • 33 
.20 Newspaper Prtg. Co. (L) •33 
• 37 Department Store (L) .53 
• 37 Drug Store •53 
•75 Shoe & Hose Shop (w) .80 


































Department Store (M) 
Department Store (S) 
Shoe Store (w) (L) 
Department Store (M) 
Department Store (L) 
Department Store (L) 
Department Store (L) 
Cafe & Liquor Store 
Department Store (L) 
Department Store (L) 
Drug Store-Office* (being 
razed) 
Shoe & Hose Shop (w) 
Apparel Store(w)-0ffices* 
Table 5 . 
Corner 
No. 
Re la t ive Value Change 
1923-1953 
Max. Med. Min. Nee. 
Year 1923 Year 1953 
Value 
Rat io Land Use 
Value 
Rat io Land Use 
18 la 5 . 7 5 Bank-Offices* . 7 0 Cafe 
19 1 . 5 . 7 5 Drug Store . 7 0 Shoe S tore (m & w) 
20 2 . 5 . 3 7 Dry Goods Store . 5 3 Apparel Store(w)-Off ices* 
21 2 . 5 . 3 7 Hat Shop (m) . 5 3 Drug Store 
22 3 . 2 0 Shoe Shop . 3 3 Liquor Store 
23 3 . 2 0 Seed & Meal Store . 3 3 Power ( u t i l i t y ) C o . - 0 f f . * 
24 1.5 . 5 0 S t a t e & Federa l T a r . - O f f . * .40 Western Union-Offices* 
25 2 . 5 0 Drug Store . 5 3 Cafe-Offices* 
35 1 . 5 . 5 0 Drug Store . 4 7 Liquor Store 
36 1.5 . 5 0 Ci ty Hall .40 Liquor Store-Off ices* 
37 3 . 2 0 Candy Shop •40 Real E s t a t e Off . -Off ices* 
38 3 . 2 0 Real E s t a t e Office •40 Real E s t a t e Off . -Off ices* 
39 2 . 3 7 R.R. Ticket Off . -Off ices* . 4 7 Real E s t a t e Off . -Off ices* 
40 2 . 3 7 Loan & Real E s t a t e Off. . 4 7 Loan & Real E s t a t e Off, 
41 1 . 5 . 5 0 T a i l o r & Shoe Shop (m) . 4 7 Shoe Shop & Liquor Store 
42 2 . 5 . 4 5 Apparel (m) & Jewelers . 7 3 Apparel (m) 
Table 5. 




Max. Med. Miru Neg. 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
43 1.5 .50 Apparel (m & w) (L) •47 Apparel (m & w) (L) 
44 2 .37 Apparel (m & w) (L) •47 Apparel (m & w) (L) 
4-5 2 .37 Drug Store-Offices* • 47 Sporting Goods-Offices* 
46 3 .20 Drug Store-Offices* • 40 Real Estate Office-Offices* 
4.7 3 .20 Post Office • 40 Post Office 
48 4 •15 Post Office • 40 Post Office 
49 4 .15 Travel Agency •40 Real Estate Office-Offices* 
50 2 • 35 Investment Broker • 47 Barber Shop-Offices* 
51 2 .35 Apparel (m)-Printing* •47 Apparel (m)-Offices* 
52 2 .45 Apparel (m)-Printing* •47 Apparel (m)-Offices* 
53 2.5 .45 Cigar Store •73 Apparel (m), Loan Company 
54 3 • 40 Bank-Offices* • 67 Bank-Offices* 
55 2 .35 Book Store •47 Paint Store 
56 4*5 .15 Vacant Lot •40 Grill 
57 4.5 •15 Drug Store •40 Drug Store 
58 5 .12 Restaurant & Theater •40 Theater 
Table 5 




Max. Med. Min. Nest. 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
59 5 .12 Cigar Store .40 Restaurant-Offices* 
60 3 .40 Cigar Store .67 Liquor Store 
61 3 .40 Branch Bank-Hotel* .67 Drug Store-Hotel* 
62 3 .40 Branch Bank-Offices .73 Bank-Offices* 
63 2.5 .15 Restaurant .23 Cafeteria-Hotel* 
64 4 .25 Meat Market & Delicatessen .67 Drug Store-Offices* 
65 3 .40 Drug Store & Western Union .80 Candy Shop 
66 4 .30 Hat Cleaners-Offices* .73 Candy & Jewelry Shop-
Offices* 
67 3 .40 Bank & Restaurant-Offices* .67 Milk Bar & Grill-Offices* 
68 5 .12 Cigar Store-Offices* .40 Drug Store-Offices* 
69 4 .17 Drug Store-Hotel* .40 Restaurant, Liquor Store 
70 5 .25 Funeral Home .73 Public Library 
71 6 • 25 Novelty Shop-Bal. vacant .93 Liquor Store, Novelty Shop-
Nite Club* 
72 6.5 .05 Cafe .20 Real Estate Office-Offices* 
Table 5. 




Max, Med, Min, Neg. 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
Value 
Ratio Land Use 
4 1.0 .50 Department Store (s) .31 Department Store (S) 
5 1.0 .50 Department Store (S) .31 Department Store (S) 
26 1.0 .90 Drug Store-Rooms* .53 Drug Store-Vacant* 
27 1.0 .90 Bank-Offices* .60 Bank-Offices* 
28 1.0 1.00 Bank-Offices* .67 Bank-Offices* 
29 1.0 1.00 Tobacco Shop .67 Shoe Store (w) (s) 
30 1.0 1.00 Tobacco Shop .60 Shoe & Hat Shop (w) (s) 
31 1.0 1.00 Shoe Shop (m) .73 Apparel (w) (M) 
32 .76 1.00 Drug Store-Offices* .47 Investment Broker-Offices* 
33 .85 .90 Offices-Offices* .47 Investment Broker-Offices* 
34 .85 .90 Cigar Store-Offices* .47 Liquor Store-Offices* 
U6 
department store, the fashionable women's apparel store, and the large 
drug store for accessible corner s i t e s . 
I t was found that a great majority of corner land-uses in the t e s t 
area in 1923 and 1953 f a l l into the medium relat ive value change range. 
In terms of the value rat ios , this range has not experienced much change 
from 1923 to 1953. The predominate changes in corner land-use indicated 
by the relat ive value change are changes from novelty shops, cafes, 
cigar stores, meat markets, funeral homes, feed stores, furniture stores, 
and newspaper printing to multi-story office buildings with such ground-
floor uses as liquor stores, drug stores, department stores, large 
restaurants, and candy shops. The presence of these uses in 1953 coupled 
with the posit ive relative value change, indicates that they are land-
value generators but in degree, l e s s than the f i r s t group. 
The minimal relative value change in 1953 occurred at corner s i t e 
numbers 26 through 31, and h and 5. In 1923, as indicated by the value 
rat ios , s i tes 26 through 31 were in the area of peak corner land-values. 
The predominate corner uses, banks with offices above and shoe stores for 
women, have been present in similar form from 1923 to 1953. The minimal 
re lat ive value change which occurs for these corner s i t e s appears to i n ­
dicate that these s i t e s are decreasing in their competitive posit ion. I t 
also appears that the reasons for this may be the lack of parking f a c i l i ­
t i e s on or near the s i t e s , the physical age of the structures and the 
nature of the use. In any event, the minimal relative value change in­
dicates that the predominate corner uses are barely maintaining their 
competitive position in 1953 but they could improve their position by 
taking appropriate steps, assuming that the previous value ratio findings 
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are valid. Corner sites, numbers h and 5, contain small, cut-rate depart­
ment stores in a sub-shopping area south of the railroad. The previous 
value ratio findings coupled with the minimal relative value change in­
dicate that these corner site uses have declined in their competitive 
position and will probably be replaced by more competitive uses. 
Three corner sites, numbers 32, 33, and 3hf were found to have a 
definite negative relative value change. These three corner sites were, 
in both 1923 and 1953, predominately multi-story office structure of 
ancient vintage. As indicated by the land-value ratios, these three 
office structures were part of the peak corner land-value area in 1923 
but "by 1953, the ratio was about one half of the peak ratio. Again, it 
appears that the reason for this decided decline in relative value between 
1923 and 1953 is due to the lack of parking on or near the sites and to 
the physical age of the structure. It is concluded that office structures 
cannot compete without accessibility and proper physical improvements and 
the lack of these competitive qualities adversely affects its land value 
for that use. 
Appendix Figures 5 and 6 are referred to for the analysis of 
accessibility in terms of pedestrian traffic and transit vehicular volume 
during peak hours in 1953. 
Corner land-uses in terms of relative value change in 1953.—Table 6 which 
follows, is a compilation of the 1923-53 relative value changes in de­
creasing order and their corresponding 1953 corner land-uses. The purpose 
of Table 6 is to show the grouping of the relative value changes and their 
corresponding predominate 1953 corner land-uses. This refinement of 
relative value change groupings will aid in the further analysis of the 
Table 6 . 1953 Corner Land-Uses Expressed in Terms of the Re la t ive Value Change 
and Grouped from the Maximum P o s i t i v e Change to the Maximum Negative 
Change for Each Corner S i t e Number 
Corner 
No. 
R e l a t i v e Value 
Change 
1923-1953 
Corner Land Use 
1953 
Re la t ive 
Value Change 
Grouping 
Predominant Corner Land 
Uses Grouping 
1953 
77 33 Apparel Store (w) GO 
80 33 Dept. S tore Branch & Hotel (L) 
78 26 Apparel Store (w) (D Large Apparel Store for Women 
Apparel S tore (w) (L) Large Department Store (m & w) 79 26 Hotels 
Department Store (m & w) GO 
Drug Stores 
76 11 
73 10 Hotel & Shoe Store (w) GO 
7 4 1 0 Drug Store-Restaurant* GO 
75 10 Drug S tore GO 1 0 - 3 3 
Key 
(S) Small business operat ion 
(M) Medium business operat ion 
(L) Large business operat ion 
(m) Cater t o men 
(w) Cater t o women 
* A c t i v i t y above f i r s t f l o o r 
Table 6. 











72 6.5 Real Estate Office-Offices* 
71 6 Liquor Store, Novelty Shop-
Nite Club* 
58 5 Theater 
59 5 Restaurant-Offices* 
68 5 Drug Store-Offices* 
Drug Stores - with off. above 
70 5 Public Library Liquor Stores - with off. above 
Restaurant & 
56 4.. 5 Grill Grills - with off. above 
Theater - with off. above 
57 4-5 Drug Store (M) 
4£ 4. Post Office 
49 4. Real Estate Office-Offices* 
64. 4. Drug Store-Offices* 
66 4. Candy & Jewelry Shop-Offices* 
69 4. Restaurant, Liquor Store 4.-6.5 
Table 6 . 
Re la t ive Value Re la t ive Predominant Corner Land 
Corner Change Corner Land Uses Value Change Uses Grouping 
No. 1923-1953 1953 Grouping 1953 
1 3 Cafe 
10 3 Department S tore (L) 
11 3 Department Store (L) 
12 3 Cafe & Liquor Store 
13 3 Department Store (L) 
22 3 Liquor Store 
23 3 P r i v a t e U t i l i t y Co.-Off ices* 
37 3 Real E s t a t e Off ice-Off ices* 
38 3 Real E s t a t e Off ice-Off ices* 
4-6 3 Real E s t a t e Off ice-Off ices* 
47 3 Post Office 
54 3 Bank-Offices* 
60 3 Liquor Store 
61 3 Drug Store-Hote l* 
62 3 Bank-Offices* 
Table 6. 
Relative Value Relative Predominant Corner Land 
Corner Change Corner Land Uses Value Changes Uses Grouping 
No. 1923-1953 1953 Grouping 1953 
65 3 Candy Shop 
67 3 Milk Bar & Grill-Offices* 
8 2.5 Department Store (M) 
9 2.5 Department Store (L) Real Estate Offices - -with off.* 
Banks - with offices* 
H 2.5 Department Store (L) Hotels 
Liquor Stores 
15 2.5 Drug Store (being moved for Department Stores (Medium to Lg. 
department store) Drug Stores (Medium Size) 
Cafes 
20 2.5 Apparel Store (w)-Offices* 
21 2.5 Drug Store 
53 2.5 Apparel (m), Loan Company 
63 2.5 Cafeteria-Hotel* 2.5-3 
2 2 Restaurant 
3 2 Department Store (M) 
16 2 Shoe & Hose Shop (w) 
17 2 Apparel Store (w)-Offices* 
25 2 Cafe-Offices* 
Table 6 . 
Re la t ive Value Re la t ive Predominant Corner Land 
Corner Change Corner Land Uses Value Change Uses Grouping 
No. 1923-1953 12£3 Grouping 
39 2 Real E s t a t e Off ice-Off ices* 
40 2 Loan & Real E s t a t e Offices 
43 2 Apparel (m & w) (L) 
4 4 2 Apparel (m & w) (L) Apparel S tores (m) (w)-with o f f . * 
Loan Company -with o f f . * 
45 2 Sporting Goods-Offices* Sporting Goods -with o f f . * 
Barber Shop -with o f f . * 
50 2 Barber Shop-Offices* 
51 2 Apparel (m)-Offices* 
52 2 Apparel (m)-Offices* 
55 2 Pa int S tore 2 
6 1 . 5 Department Store (S) 
7 1 . 5 Shoe Store (w) (L) 
18 1 . 5 Cafe 
19 1 . 5 Shoe Store (m & w) 
24 1 . 5 Western Union -Off ices* 
35 1 . 5 Liquor Store 
Table 6. 
Relative Value Relative Predominant Corner Land 
Corner Change Corner Land Uses Value Change Uses Grouping 
No. 1923-1953 1953 Grouping 1953 
36 1.5 Liquor Store-Offices* Liquor Stores 
Shoe Stores (m) (w) 
a 1.5 Liquor Store 1.5 
4 1 Department Store (s) 
5 1 Department Store (s) 
26 1 Drug Store-Vacant* (s) 
Banks-Offices* 
30 1 Shoe & Hat Shop (w) (S) Shoe Shops (m) (w) 
Apparel (v) 00 
Drug Store (S) 
31 1 Department Stores (S) 
27 1 Bank-Offices* 
28 1 Bank-Offices 
29 1 Shoe Store (m & w) 1.0 
33 .85 Investment Broker-Offices* 
34 .85 Liquor Store-Offices* Brokers - Offices* 
Liquor Store - Offices* 
32 .76 Investment Broker-Offices* .76-.85 
19$3 land uses as they relate to the value change for each corner site. 
Reference should be made to Appendix Figure 3, which indicates the 
exact location of the relative value changes. 
Examination of Table 6 indicates that corner sites with a relative 
value change of (10-33) are occupied by large department stores, large 
apparel stores for women, hotels, and drug stores. It will be noted in 
Figure 3 that they are found in cluster formc It would appear that peak 
value formation depends upon a number of land-use activities rather than 
upon any one activity. Reference to Figures 5> and 6 indicates the im­
portance of accessibility in terms of pedestrian traffic and vehicular 
transit volume. Both indicators of accessibility are high in volume in 
this relative value range. 
The relative value range of (U-6.5) represents a ribbon of corner 
sites of a predominate service nature within multi-story office buildings. 
Figures 5> and 6 indicate that this area of relative value change has less 
accessibility as measured by pedestrian traffic and vehicular transit 
volume. Since this area is an office function area, it appears that 
pedestrian traffic volume is not as accurate a reflector of accessibility 
as would be the availability of parking facilities for such a function. 
The availability of adequate transit service and parking facilities is of 
the utmost importance to the office district of a central business dis­
trict in order to meet business competition in other areas of the city. 
Relative value changes (2-3) appear to contain corner sites of all 
types. However, there appears to be a clustering of these corner uses in 
two predominate areas. As shown on Figure 3, one area is south of Ala­
bama Street and the other is along Walton Street and north on Broad and 
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Peachtree Streets . In these areas there appears to be a clustering of 
many auxiliary functions about medium to large department stores and 
popular price apparel stores. Corner s i t e numbers 9 through lh represent 
a large department store which has contributed greatly to i t s relative 
value change position in relation to the lesser changes a few blocks 
away. The enhancement of land values due to this large department store 
have resulted because i t maintains access ib i l i ty in terms of transit 
service and nearby parking f a c i l i t i e s . The relat ive value change 
serves to indicate the great holding power of a large department store on 
the land values near i t s s i t e . 
The relat ive value change of (1.5) represents the corner s i t e s 
occupied by liquor stores and shoe stores, these s i t e s being peripheral 
to the minimal or negative relat ive value change s i t e s . Figure 5 i n ­
dicates these functions depend upon pedestrian traff ic volume for their 
survival and as was expected, they are present in re lat ive ly high volume 
areas. 
The relat ive value change of (1.0) includes two clusters of 
corner s i t e uses. These are found at the intersection of Marietta and 
Peachtree Streets and the intersection of Whitehall and Hunter Streets. 
The f i r s t cluster contains two banks with offices above, one small cut 
rate drug store, and two small cut rate women ŝ shoe stores . Figure 5 
indicates that the pedestrian traff ic volume i s high in this cluster area 
but despite th is fact , the relat ive value change i s minimal. Figure 6 
indicates that transit f a c i l i t i e s are adequate for the area. I t appears 
that the services offered by the re ta i l functions are not appealing to 
the pedestrian consumer due to more competitive f a c i l i t i e s elsewhere. I t 
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appears that the banks with offices which create a portion of this pedes­
trian traff ic volume ref lect a s tat ic relative value change because of 
the parking factor. From personal inspection of these properties and 
interview with the occupants, th is fact was verif ied. Therefore, i f 
off ice and banking functions are to continue to compete for these s i t e s , 
this condition must be corrected. The second cluster of s ta t i c relative 
change i s occupied by small, cut rate department stores which generate a 
small amount of pedestrian traf f i c . (See Figure 5°) Accessibi l i ty in 
terms of vehicular transit volume appears to be adequate but parking 
f a c i l i t i e s are inadequate here a lso . This s ta t ic relat ive value change 
may indicate a partial lack of access ib i l i ty in terms of the automobile 
and in turn, a gradual decline in competitive position of such functions 
in the central business d i s t r i c t . 
The negative relative value change, (.85-<>76), includes three 
corner s i t e s along Marietta Street from Peachtree Street to Broad Street . 
Figure 6 indicates that transit access ib i l i ty i s only fa i r . Parking 
f a c i l i t i e s are def ini te ly lacking in or near these functions. The office 
d i s t r i c t with a relat ive value change (1+-6.5), suffers from the same 
lack of f a c i l i t i e s as these three multi-story office s i t e s but not to the 
same degree. Therefore, the relat ive value change appears to be indica­
t ive of the degree of loss of competitive position and serves as a method 
for directing attention to the reasons for this loss and consequently, 
the formulation of a program for correction. 
Conclusions 
Significance of value ratio findings.—The significance of land-value and 
land-use relationships i s dependent upon the method ut i l i zed in grouping 
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the data. Mien the value ratios were grouped from the maximum ratio to 
the minimum ratio and compared with the corner uses corresponding to the 
grouped ratios for 1923 and 1953, no significant relationship was found. 
When like corner land-uses for both years were grouped together 
and their corresponding value ratios were averaged to determine a single 
ratio which would be representative of each use type, a significant re­
lationship was observed. This relationship, determined in the form of 
an average value ratio for all of the uses in each of lh predominate 
central business district types of corner land uses occurring in 1923 
and 1953, can be used to indicate the degree of land value generated 
by such uses in the central business district between 1923 and 1953. 
Hotels lead the list with apparel stores for men, large department 
stores, restaurants, and drug stores with offices, hotels or restaurants 
above in the second highest grouping. Shoe stores for men and women, 
banks with offices above, and drug stores are third highest contributors. 
Multi-story offices, apparel stores for women, and apparel stores for 
both men and women have contributed very little, and shoe stores for 
women, cigar and liquor stores, and small to medium department stores 
have not contributed to land value generation at all. These findings are 
not necessarily applicable to a specific site but they do signify the 
contribution of ll. corner land use types to land value generation in 
the test area of the Atlanta Central Business District. 
Significance of the relative value change.—Using the relative value 
change technique, i.e., change between 1923 and 1953, a significant re­
lationship between land-value and land-̂ use was found. The relationship 
was useful in determining the affect of specific corner land-uses on land 
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value generation between 1923 and 1953 and is true if the hypothesis that 
land, of itself, has no value but the specific usefulness of land creates 
this value, is valid. 
The findings, using the relative value change technique, indicate 
the specific corner sites of maximum, median, minimal, and negative rela­
tive value change and serve as a point of beginning for determining the 
conditions which enhance or retard the generation of land value in the 
central business district. 
The findings indicate that there may be a correlation between de­
clining relative land value in the test area and the degree of utilization 
of a given corner site. It appears that functions found in declining 
relative value areas may not be as competitive as like functions in other 
areas due to the lack of accessibility, lack of up to date facilities 
meeting modern standards, and lack of parking space in or near the site. 
Of course, the degree of importance of these factors will vary with the 
function. 
The findings indicate that large department stores, women*s fashion­
able apparel stores, and large drug stores command the peak relative value 
change location in 1953 as opposed to the multi-story bank and office 
structure of 1923. The large drug store was found in the peak relative 
value change area in both years. Static relative value change comer 
sites contain banks with offices above, shoe shops for men and women, 
and small drug and department stores. Declining relative value change 
corner sites are predominately multi-story office structures. 
These studies demonstrate the shifting of land values and re­
lated land uses between two given years and indicate that significant 
changes are taking place in the central business district. 
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Land values do not "just happen,," Land values result from the use 
to which land is put in terms of economic supply and demand. Land values 
will continue to advance as the uses cluster together at points of accessi­
bility in order to command maximum revenues from the purchaser. Land 
values, relatively speaking, will continue to be static or to decline in 
central business district areas unless the uses so affected readjust to 
the competitive forces created by like uses in other areas. It appears 
that only through group effort rather than individual effort on the part 
of those involved, can this be accomplished,. 
Throughout the development of this study, the writer has observed 
that the areas of greatest relative value change in the Atlanta Central 
Business District in 1953 contain corner functions that are primarily 
supported by the woman shopper. This is also true in terms of the maxi­
mum value ratio area in 1953o In 1923, the maximum value ratio area con­
tained corner functions primarily supported by the man. The shopping and 
working habits of the woman may be of increasing significance not only 
in terms of income to business but also in terms of the generation of 
sound retail land values in the central business district. 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Application.—It is hoped that the value ratio and relative value change 
techniques developed for this study will prove of value to the realtor 
and the appraiser as a tool for determining the most efficient and 
profitable use to which central business district corner sites may 
be put. 
The techniques should also be of value to building owners and 
managers in better understanding the competitive forces that so greatly 
influence the utility of their property and neighboring properties and 
are reflected in the relative value change. In this respect, the findings 
resulting from the application of these techniques indicate the need for 
group effort on the part of owners and managers to enhance their com­
petitive position in the central business district. 
The method for determining standard average value ratios for land 
use activities, if further refined and developed, may be of value to the 
city planner in the development of a refined type of land use zoning for 
the central business district since the method lends itself to land-use 
grouping in terms of value ratios. 
The relative value change, as an indicator of the direction and 
magnitude of central business district change, should be of value to 
planners and realtors alike in the determination of future land use policy 
related to the central business district. The trend of land-value and 
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land-use relationships over the past thirty years provides a reasonable 
basis for predicting future land use patterns. 
Recommendations.—Land-value and land-use relationships, in terms of the 
techniques described herein, should be determined for all central business 
district sites and types of uses in order to increase the utility of such 
data for future study and application. The data could then be analyzed 
by grouping the parcels based upon proximity to each other which would re­
flect the effects on values of near-by changes in land uses and land 
values. 
It would be a legitimate subject of inquiry to determine the appli­
cability of the techniques described herein to other central business 
districts of similar economic base and population and also to areas other 
than the central business district of a city. 
It is recommended that a more concise method of land-use classi­
fication be sought since, due to changes in the terminology and scope of 
certain land uses occurring between 1923 and 1953, it was very difficult 
to determine the land-use category into which they should be grouped. 
In the interest of scientific assessment practice and further 
analysis of land-value and land-use relationships, it is recommended that 
separate assessments of land and improvements be maintained by all cities 
as is the case in the Atlanta-Pulton County Assessment Division. The 
Division also maintains all assessment records at a recorded percentage 
of market value an essential in utilizing such data in land value 
studies. Their records should in future years, provide a valid his­
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